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“They Told Me Not to Worry” 

1933. 

New Chancellor. 

Papa said not to worry, 

so I didn’t. I went on with my life, 

riding my bike to school every day with my little sister 

 sitting on the handles. Soon, my friends started ignoring me. Teachers 

 demonstrated how to identify a Jew, most importantly by our large noses. After that day, I stared at my nose in the 

mirror, trying to determine if it was really that large. Mama said not to worry, so I didn’t. 

 Five years later. Kristallnacht. I could hear the screams and feel the glass piercing my skin.  

Some people were trying to find a way out: a boat. Both my parents said not to worry,  

This would all pass. Relocation. We could no longer mingle with those of 

 the Aryan race. Filth, disease, starvation. Trains that took people 

 to labor camps far away. Papa was taken first. Then Mama  

and Tzipporah.  Then me. 1942. What felt like a thousand people crowded 

 together in a cart made for animals. It was impossible to breathe. At each stop, 

 bodies of those who had died on the way were thrown out to rot in the snow. First camp,  

Dachau. Useless tasks for their entertainment. Over and over  again. Every day. Typhus could  

be smelled in our barracks. That’s why the guards never came in. Another train, more death sentences to the many 

trying to stay alive, or wishing for death more than anything else. Camp after camp, I  

witnessed more deaths with every day I opened  my eyes. The “showers”: those who  

knew feared. Some who didn’t know didn’t get the chance to. Every night I hugged  

my bare ribs for warmth. I wondered if Mama and Papa would say not to worry.  

Light. Green helmets. A language I did not understand. I was ready for  

someone else to take me prisoner. Relocation. I had been  

through this before. However, this wasn’t a  

death camp.  
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America. Even here, Jews were hated. After everything, we were still hated. I learned that I was the only 

member of my family to live. Mine was the only story of survival. Not the deserving Mama, Papa, or Tzipporah. 

Only mine.  
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